This work investigates the nature of second order effects resulting in solid state nuclear magnetic resonance ͑NMR͒, from cross-correlations between the quadrupolar and shielding couplings. Using an average Hamiltonian theory, it is shown that these effects can bring the nonsecular terms of the shielding interaction into the realm of conventional detection. Such terms include the antisymmetric components of the chemical shift tensor, which, although postulated to exist, have hitherto eluded direct experimental measurement. As numerical calculations supported these analytical derivations, an experimental study was undertaken to measure such components from the single-crystal rotation plot of a half-integer quadrupolar nucleus. A custom-made probehead was built, a data analysis procedure developed, and together these were used to analyze the satellite transition spectra arising from a 59 Co single crystal of cobalt͑III͒tris͑acetylacetonate͒. The results of repetitive studies on such sample are reported.
The chemical shift counts among the most important observables available in nuclear magnetic resonance ͑NMR͒. This interaction reflects secondary fields induced at the nuclear sites when a molecule or lattice is inserted inside a strong external magnetic flux. Such fields depend on the local electronic environment surrounding a particular nucleus, and provide different resonant frequencies to chemically inequivalent sites. These electron-induced shifts also depend on the relative orientation of the molecular orbitals with respect to the main NMR magnetic field, a variation that can be described mathematically by a spatial tensor with rank l р2. When expressed in terms of Cartesian components, each element of the resulting second-rank chemical shift ͕␦ i j ͖ tensor can be decomposed as 1-3
Molecules in fluids execute rapid isotropic tumblings; only the orientation-independent lϭ0 component remains then observable, leading to the sharp high resolution spectra usual in solution or gas phase NMR. In solids, however, higher rank components may also remain unaveraged, including an lϭ1 antisymmetric chemical shift ͑ACS͒ contribution and an lϭ2 chemical shift anisotropy ͑CSA͒. The actual Hamiltonian originating from the chemical shielding will be given by products of the spatial shielding components in Eq. ͑1͒, times ͕T l,Ϫm ͖ lϭ0Ϫ2,Ϫlрmрl terms containing the spin operators. [1] [2] [3] [4] In the high-field regime where the Zeeman interaction H Z ϭ 0 T 1,0 is dominant, only those products proportional to T l,0 will remain secular. In Eq. ͑1͒ both lϭ0 and lϭ2 contributions contain such terms, and hence they appear as first order corrections to the Zeeman transition frequency. Their typical magnitudes are in the order of ␦ i j 0 /2Ϸ10 0 -10 4 Hz, only a few ppms of the Larmor frequency yet easily measurable by conventional NMR standards. By contrast, ACS contributions only contain nonsecular T 1,Ϯ1 spin terms.
1 Their Hamiltonian therefore appears as a second order effect of magnitude (␦ i j ) 2 • 0 /2 р1 Hz, small enough to have eluded so far the solid state NMR measurements that could detect them. This, however, does not imply that ACS terms are necessarily smaller than their secular shielding counterparts. In fact, theoretical calculations indicate that nuclei located at sites with low symmetry are characterized by ACS and CSA couplings of similar orders of magnitudes. 5, 6 Furthermore, solution state NMR relaxation rates, in which both secular and nonsecular shielding terms appear equally weighted as second order effects, have been estimated to include in favorable cases up to 20% contributions from antisymmetric effects. 7 Though generally harder to detect than their first order counterparts, the experimental NMR observation of nonsecular terms within a Hamiltonian H is not unknown. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] In a majority of instances this happens when quadrupolar nuclei are involved; a tilting in the axis of quantization brought about by the quadrupolar interaction Q then enables such terms to show up as second order cross correlations. Probably best-documented among these phenomena is the second order quadrupole effect (H ϭH Q ), a dominating feature in the central transition spectroscopy of half-integer quadrupole nuclei. [8] [9] [10] Given Zeeman and quadrupole coupling frequencies 0 , Q , these effects end up proportional to Q 2 / 0 , 16 -20 which involves H Ј ϭH r f and gives origin to the excitation of otherwise forbidden multi-quantum transitions at nutation rates ϰ r f • Q / 0 .
When extended to the case of the chemical shielding interaction, these considerations predict that both ACS as well as other nonsecular shielding contributions might manifest themselves in the spectra of quadrupolar nuclei, as frequency shifts in the order of (␦ i j 0 )• Q / 0 . This represents magnitudes of ppms of the quadrupole coupling constant, and hence measurable under moderate-to-strong quadrupole and shielding coupling conditions. In fact these effects have apparently been recently noticed in a highly accurate MAS NMR investigation of 14 N, a spin-1 nucleus. 21 The present paper further discusses hitherto unexplored aspects of these quadrupolar-shielding cross-correlations in solid state NMR, focusing in particular on their potential application to the measurement of the antisymmetric chemical shift components. As basis for such analysis the following section introduces an analytical high-field form for the Hamiltonian that describes shielding-quadrupolar second order effects. The resulting expressions reveal that both ACS and CSA effects can indeed introduce in solid NMR of quadrupole nuclei shifts that are in the order of several kHz, yet they will not affect symmetric single-or multiple-quantum Ϫm↔ϩm transitions and will only show up on singlequantum spectra when these arise from satellite transitions. Even then, this new effect leads to line shape distortions that are difficult to discern when dealing with static random powders due to the presence of much larger first order anisotropies. Upon executing MAS these effects do actually become discernible for the Q-CSA cross-correlations, yet vanish altogether for the lower-ranked Q-ACS terms. Hence the best chance for detecting quadrupolar-ACS cross-correlations is based on single-crystal NMR spectroscopy.
1,22 To achieve this kind of observation a single-crystal NMR probe was built, and employed in repetitive measures of the central-and satellite-transition rotation patterns arising from 59 Co ͑an I ϭ7/2 nucleus͒ in a model octahedral cobalt complex. These data were then analyzed with a Simplex numerical fitting algorithm which took into account first and second order quadrupole effects, secular and nonsecular shielding contributions, as well as potential random and systematic errors. The ACS parameters assessed from these measurements for the 59 Co sites were in the order of 100-1000 ppms.
II. SECOND ORDER SHIELDING-QUADRUPOLE EFFECTS

A. Derivation of the analytical higher order Hamiltonians
Although an evaluation of nonsecular shielding effects on the transitions of an I Ϫ 1 spin can be carried out by numerical diagonalization of the complete laboratory-frame Hamiltonian, it is illustrative to derive their description via a perturbative approach. Toward this end we consider the laboratory frame single-spin Hamiltonian
where H Z is the dominant Zeeman coupling of the spin with the external magnetic field, H Q is its quadrupolar interaction, and for clarity's sake we express the chemical shift interaction as the sum of H CS ͑the lϭ0,2 parts of the shielding tensor͒ and of H ACS ͑the lϭ1 part͒. To exploit the symmetry properties of these interactions it is best to represent them using irreducible spherical tensor operators as
The spin parts of the various Hamiltonians are defined as
and
Here Q represents the quadrupolar coupling parameter, and the spatial components ͕R l,m ͖ ϭQ,CS,ACS are given in further detail below. An explicit expression of the laboratory-frame Hamiltonian in Eq. ͑2͒ is therefore
Physical insight into the effects that the various couplings will have on an NMR experiment can be retrieved if all internal Hamiltonians H are treated as perturbations to the dominant Zeeman term. A common approach to calculate the effective Hamiltonians resulting in this high-field regime involves removing the Zeeman term by going into an interaction representation driven by the propagator
which imparts into each H the time dependence
The resulting time-dependent expressions are
for the quadrupolar Hamiltonian,
͑11͒
for the symmetric chemical shift contributions, and
for the ACS. Average Hamiltonian theory can then be applied to obtain a time-independent rendering of these rotatingframe interactions according to 1, 23 H ϭH
where
and c Ϸ2/ 0 is the Larmor period. The frequencies of NMR transitions can usually be calculated with enough accuracy by considering only the first order term for the chemical shift, plus the first and second order terms for the quadrupolar coupling. This leads to the well known expressions
The case under consideration, however, assumes that the quadrupolar and shielding couplings are large enough to warrant the consideration of quadrupolar-shielding cross terms
. The inclusion of all such possible second order terms involving H CS and H ACS into Eq. ͑14b͒ leads to
These interactions possess the basic features adumbrated in the Introduction: they are proportional to Q B 0 / 0 and therefore independent of the external magnetic field strength, while magnitude-wise they are given by ppms of the quadrupolar coupling. Also interesting to note is the quadratic dependence characterizing the spin parts of these second order interactions, which predicts that they will not affect the transition frequencies of either the central or any other symmetric transitions within the spin manifold.
Higher order shielding effects on spinning and static spectra
The overall resemblance between these second order shielding-quadrupolar effects and those arising in heteronuclear dipolar-quadrupolar cross-correlations, 15, 24 suggests that, just as in this latter case, quadrupole effects might enable the observation of nonsecular shielding terms through direct solid state NMR experiments. To further explore this possibility it is necessary to elaborate on the nature of the spatial components in Eqs. ͑18͒-͑19͒. In their principal axes systems ͑PASs͒, these elements are given by the spatialspace analogs of Eqs. ͑4͒-͑6͒:
with Eqs. ͑21͒, ͑22͒ relying on conventional spin-based definitions of displacements ␦ i j respective to a standard defining the chemical shift scale. The spherical tensor elements ͕R l,m ͖ ϭQ,CS,ACS involved in the high-field Hamiltonians
can then be related to these PAS expressions via a series of consecutive transformations into the laboratory reference frame. In the present work we define these according to sets of Euler angles
LAB.
͑23͒
This model contemplates two alternative experiments: one involving a goniometer-based single-crystal measurement where a tenon frame defined by ͑, , 0°͒ is systematically varied, and another a rotor-based MAS line shape FIG. 1. 2D satellite/central transition correlation spectra of an Iϭ7/2 nucleus undergoing MAS, upon including the second order Q-CSA interaction ͑left panels͒ and the Q-ACS interaction ͑bottom panels͒. In all cases the outermost transition (Ϯ5/2↔Ϯ7/2) was assumed monitored, and a shearing transformation that ideally produces an isotropic/second order quadrupole correlation was applied on all the spectra. Parameters involved: 0 /2
) ͑coinciding quadrupole and CS tensors͒.
FIG. 2.
Orthogonal set of single-crystal rotation patterns expected from the indicated mϪl↔m transitions for an Iϭ7/2 nucleus. Curves were calculated with and without the inclusion of quadrupolar-ACS crosscorrelation effects, at three different Larmor frequencies within each inset: 0 /2ϭ30 MHz ͑top traces͒, 50 MHz ͑middle traces͒, and 30 MHz ͑bottom traces͒; all other coupling parameters involved are as in Fig. 1 . For the sake of clarity only the following interactions were included in these plots:
͑----͒. Notice the negligible quadrupolar-ACS effects on Ϫm↔ϩm transitions and the invariance of these effects on the magnetic field strength.
analysis where interactions become time dependent. In either case the Euler set ͑a, b, c͒ relating shielding and quadrupolar PASs is fixed in the molecule, whereas the ͑␣, ␤, ␥͒ angles are determined in single-crystal but have to be integrated over a solid sphere in powder cases. Regardless of the experiment chosen, all spatial components appearing in the interaction Hamiltonians of Eq. ͑14͒ can be computed from these rotations according to
where in quadrupolar and CS cases mϭ0, Ϯ1, Ϯ2, and for the ACS mϭ0,Ϯ1. These expressions enable one to assess the spectral changes that quadrupolar-CSA and quadrupolar-ACS effects will introduce, and then deduce whether such changes could enable the direct determination of the antisymmetric contributions. Toward this end we considered a hypothetical case incorporating favorable coupling parameters characteristic of a transition metal isotope: 25, 26 Iϭ7/2, Q /2ϭ0.71 MHz, ␦ iso ϭ0 ppm, ␦ CS ϭ1500 ppm, ␦ XY a ϭ␦ XZ a ϭ␦ Y Z a ϭ1000 ppm. In order to consider the variations in the MAS NMR line shapes that can be expected upon factoring in the nonsecular shielding effects we use the Hamiltonians in Eqs. ͑18͒-͑19͒, the time-dependent spatial components ͕R 2,m ,R 1,m ACS ͖ resulting from Eqs. ͑24͒-͑26͒, and consider for simplicity the rotational time averages corresponding to sideband-free observations that are stroboscopic with MAS. No influences are then visible in the central 1/2↔Ϫ1/2 spectra, yet these simulations also show noticeable distortions on the satellite transitions that arising from CSA-quadrupolar correlations cannot be entirely averaged away by MAS. In order to better appreciate such effects we consider a rotor-synchronous sampling ͑which effectively eliminates H Q (1) and H CS (1) effects͒, as well as a 2D rather than a 1D NMR experiment where satellite line shapes are correlated with those of the central transition. A shearing transformation along the lines of multiplequantum or satellite-transition MAS acquisitions. 27, 28 compensates then for H Q,Q (2) effects along one of the spectral dimensions and leaves only the higher order, partially averaged effects on which we are here interested. The top panels of Fig. 1 shows how the originally sharp satellite transition MAS line shape then changes upon introducing a CSA. Unlike other fourth-rank broadenings such as those arising from quadrupolar-dipolar or quadrupolar-quadrupolar crosscorrelations, these broadenings should have the peculiarity that they will not sharpen as the magnetic field increases. Further insight on the influence of these effects on singleand multiple-quantum MAS experiments on half-integer quadrupoles will be discussed elsewhere. By contrast to these CSA driven effects, the spatial anisotropies involved in the quadrupolar-ACS Hamiltonian are of rank Ͻ4 and thus susceptible to be averaged away by rapid MAS ͑Fig. 1, top vs bottom panels͒. These effects will still affect the satellitetransition patterns observed in static powders, yet as mentioned these are minor intensity changes and thus unlikely to enable a direct measurement of the antisymmetric shielding components.
In view of this poor prognosis toward the direct measurement of the antisymmetric chemical shieldings, we decided to explore the results that may arise when probing these interactions via single-crystal NMR analyses. Figure 2 shows the rotation patterns that can then be expected for various Iϭ7/2 transitions, with and without the inclusion of quadrupolar-ACS cross-correlation effects. These rotation plot calculations now evidence several positive features including effects that are large enough to enable measurement of the ACS components, and a distinctive magnification of the ACS effects for the outer satellite transitions. Also worth noting is the different periodicities that quadrupole-CS and quadrupole-ACS effects display in their single-crystal rotation plots ͑Fig. 3͒: the former shows higher-frequency oscillations, as a result of the higher ranks involved in its spatial coupling components.
C. Comparison with exact numerical calculations
These results suggest the feasibility of a direct determination of the ACS components based on goniometric, singlecrystal NMR measurements on quadrupoles. Before embarking on this, however, it is worth comparing the predictions that the analytical model used to derive such conclusion makes against expectations arising from full numerical diagonalizations of the exact Hamiltonian. Calculating peak positions from the latter involves expressing the laboratoryframe Hamiltonian ͓Eq. ͑7͔͒ in the basis set of the I z angular momentum operator, and employing the spatial rotations in Eqs. ͑24͒-͑26͒ to derive the frequency values of the different couplings. NMR frequencies can then be extracted from the differences between the eigenvalues resulting after diagonalizing the total Hamiltonian. A comparison between the exact transition frequencies that results from these numerical calculations and the predictions of the first and second order Hamiltonians derived above is present in Fig. 4 . The rms deviations between the frequency positions predicted by both models under the indicated conditions is less than 100 Hz. It is thus clear that the insight provided by the perturbative equations can be used as an excellent starting point for quantitative nonsecular shielding evaluations.
III. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
It follows from the arguments above that single-crystal NMR on the satellite transitions of a quadrupolar nucleus could yield direct spectral insight into nonsecular quadrupole-shielding cross correlations in general, and into the magnitude of ACS components in particular. Two types of nuclei were initially targeted for such measures: 59 Co, an Iϭ7/2 nucleus, and 55 Mn, an Iϭ5/2 spin. Both of these elements are transition metals subject to sizable chemical shielding that can potentially exceed 10 4 ppm, possess a moderate nuclear quadrupole moments ͑0.38 and 0.4 barns, respectively͒ that may result in MHz-sized Q couplings, and have both been targets of detailed single crystal studies. 25, 26, 29, 30 Unfortunately, out of the various compounds assayed for this project, only one of them yielded crystals of sufficiently high quality to display all satellite transitions at any orientations with respect to B 0 : cobalt͑II͒tris͑acetylac-etonate͒ ͓Co͑acac͒ 3 , Fig. 5͔ . Single-and poly-crystalline samples of these compound have already been the subject of powder and single-crystal 59 CoNMR studies; [31] [32] [33] for the sake of our satellite transition observations their crystals were obtained by slow evaporation of an acetone solution at room temperature. The resulting well-defined prisms belonged to space group P2 1 /c, and contained four molecules per unit cell related to one another by symmetry operations. 34 
FIG. 4. Comparisons between the results afforded by exact numerical calculations ͑lines͒ vis-a-vis analytical predictions ͑symbols͒ of CSA and Q-CSA effects in the absence ͑᭝,---͒ and upon including ͑ᮀ,-͒ Q-ACS
cross-correlations. Analytical predictions are based on the first and second order Hamiltonians described in the text; coupling parameters were in all cases as described in Fig. 3 . Co NMR spectrum obtained throughout this single-crystal rotation study of Co(acac) 3 , denoting the various transitions involved for the two magnetically inequivalent sites in the monoclinic unit cell.
Two inequivalent sets of signals where thus observed for each of the seven single-quantum transitions in the manifold. To carry out the actual study a single-crystal NMR probe was designed and built based on the highly accurate model of Jakobsen and co-workers. 35 The resulting open-faced goniometer system achieved an angular accuracy better than 0.02°for either X, Y, or Z rotations perpendicular to the magnetic field, and although its filling factor is small this was compensated by the high sensitivity of 59 Co and by a short relaxation time that enabled a fast repetitive pulsing. Out of the several orthogonal rotation studies that were performed, the results presented below stem from six complete sets of 240°rotations on Ϸ1.5ϫ1.0ϫ2.0 mm crystals. These crystals were glued on a tenon fitting into the X, Y, and Z dovetails of the goniometer, locked in turn inside the probehead detection coil. The NMR probe itself was bolted to the room temperature shims of the 11.8 T magnet, where all determinations took place at a ca. 119 MHz 59 Co Larmor frequency. This rigid setup enabled a high reproducibility; on disassembling and remounting the complete probehead system, signal displacements smaller than 1 kHz were repetitively observed for the outermost 59 Co transitions. Thirtyfour spectra separated by angular increments of 7.14°were collected for each of the orthogonal rotation axes, which for the sake of literature consistency are denoted here as ϪX T ,Y T ϪZ T . 35, 36 All of these acquisitions were carried out at a stabilized temperature of 30°C using a laboratory-built NMR spectrometer and temperature controller. Each spectrum collected 1024 scans separated by 1 s using a 1 MHz spectral window and a 2 s rf excitation (␥B 1 ϭ55 kHz). When needed, several acquisitions separated by 1 MHz offsets were combined in order to create a sufficiently large spectral window ͑ Ϸ2.5 MHz͒ to accommodate all satellite transition peaks.
To fit the various coupling and angular parameters defining the single-crystal spectra, sites were identified first in the different rotation patterns according to their need to fulfill the coincidence relations ϪX T (0°)ϭY (0°), ϪX T (90°) ϭϪZ T (90) and Y T (90)ϭϪZ T (0). 22, 36 In order to analyze the combined rotation plots of all the single-quantum transitions the perturbative treatment of the preceding section was then employed. It then follows from Eqs. ͑15͒-͑19͒ that the energies defining each of the high field I-spin eigenstates m, Ϫlрmрl, will be given by
Here ⌸ denotes the first order quadrupolar frequency, ⌬ the first order chemical shielding, ⌽ (1,2) are two terms related to the second order quadrupole effects, and ⌳, ⌾ are the quadrupolar-CSA and quadrupolar-ACS cross correlations being sought. With this formula the perturbative expressions for the seven single-quantum transitions of an Iϭ7/2 nucleus can be derived as ͑m↔mϪ1 ͒ϭ
.
͑28͒
Notice that since ⌾ has the same spin dependence as the first order quadrupole effect ͑even if a different spatial one͒, an accurate knowledge of this coupling is essential for the ACS determination. Equation ͑28͒ was used as a starting point for analyzing the experimental single-crystal NMR data. The actual algorithm employed in the study for analyzing the data is depicted in Fig. 6 . Its first stage involved estimating the quadrupolar parameters by ignoring all higher order effects, and relying only on differences ⌬͑m ͒ϭ͑ m↔mϪ1 ͒Ϫ͑ Ϫ͑mϪ1 ͒↔m ͒ ͑29͒
between satellite transitions, assumed to contain solely first order quadrupole effects. In the goniometer frame these differences can be written as a function of the angle of the crystal rotation ⌰ by the standard dependence were combined to derive frequency expressions free from first order quadrupole effects. These allowed us to define the chemical shift couplings, as well as further refinements on the quadrupole parameters via an analysis of the second order effects they contain. The former were fit by a three term expression in the style of Eq. ͑30͒, whereas the latter were extracted from the characteristic second order dependence 36,37
Further definitions of these shielding and quadrupolar coefficients are given in the Appendix.
The following stage of the data analysis relied on employing these approximate quadrupolar and secular shielding parameters, in a further refinement of the complete singlecrystal data set that also incorporates ACS components. Toward this end a Simplex numerical algorithm was developed, 38 which relied on the pre-estimated quadrupole and CS values as starting parameters but carried now an exact diagonalization of the full laboratory-frame Hamiltonian in order to simultaneously optimize all the couplings involved. This algorithm relied on a minimization of the -square parameters of the fit, and gave consistently good results when tested on synthetic data to which random frequency shifts in the order of 1-5 kHz had been added. The results obtained with it for the experimental Co(acac) 3 measurements are presented below.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A summary of typical 59 Co NMR rotation plots, depicting the experimental frequencies collected as a function of the goniometer's orientation for all transitions in the two magnetically inequivalent sites of a Co(acac) 3 single crystal, is shown in Fig. 7 . Though time consuming, such measurements were carried out twice in order to improve the statistics of the -square fitting. These data were then merged together for processing into the ⌬v and ⌺v combinations described earlier, from which quadrupolar and CS parameters were extracted. The resulting experimental sets together with their best fits are shown in Fig. 8 ; a summary of the various ͕A ␣ ,B ␣ ,C ␣ ͖ ␣ϭx,y,z;ϭQ,CS coefficients resulting from these fits is given in Table I . From these coefficients it is possible to extract the secular quadrupolar and shielding tensors elements relative to the tenon-frame, and then in turn the values and Euler angles characterizing their respective PAS components. A summary of the former, together with the relative orientation resulting between the tensors, is listed in Table II . Also shown for comparison are the very similar values that solely on the basis of the central transition rotation plots were recently obtained by Wasylishen and coworkers for the same compound. 33 Although within the vertical scale with which Fig. 8 is plotted the agreement between experiment and fit looks FIG. 6 . Schematic flow diagram of the data fitting procedures employed in this work. throughout the fits the conventions ͉V zz Q ͉у͉V yy Q ͉у͉V xx Q ͉ and ␦ CS ϭ␦ zz Ϫ␦ iso , CS ϭ(␦ yy Ϫ␦ xx )/␦ CS , ␦ iso ϭ(␦ xx ϩ␦ yy ϩ␦ zz )/3, ͉␦ zz Ϫ␦ iso ͉ у͉␦ yy Ϫ␦ iso ͉у͉␦ xx Ϫ␦ iso ͉ were assumed for the quadrupolar and shielding tensors respectively. Further details on the individual fitting procedures are given in the text.
FIG. 7.
59
Co NMR peak positions ͓with respect to 1M aq. K 3 Co͑CN͒ 6 ͔ observed for one of the Co(acac) 3 single-crystal rotation plots at 11.8 T as a function of the goniometer position with respect to the external magnetic field. Site assignments were performed using the peak coincidences at 4 Hz between these two sets of data. It is within these relatively small deviations that the ACS and other nonsecular components are to be sought. Before doing so, however, we considered at this stage the potentially distortions that could arise from experimental angular errors. Throughout the single-crystal measurements these could have originated from two different sources: systematic and random. The latter are mainly associated to uncertainties in locating the exact peak positions, and varied between Ϸ200 Hz for the central to Ϸ4000 Hz for the outermost single-quantum transitions. These errors were partly compensated by having at our disposal two independent data measurements plus data from two inequivalent sites, via the -square statistical analysis. As for systematic errors these could be traced to displacements of all angular readings coming from backlash in the goniometer's gear mechanism, from potential nonorthogonalities of the (X T ,Y T ,Z T ) tenon dovetails, or from a tilt of the probe inside the magnet's bore resulting in nonorthogonal rotations with respect to the B 0 field. The first of these complications could be accurately dealt with by carrying out all of the goniometer's rotations in the same direction; the resulting errors, in frequency terms, were at most a few hundred Hz. The second complication was minimized via accurate machining. The third complication, however, proved the most challenging to correct. Thus in spite of constructing long magnet-bolted sleeves to align the probehead within the field, minor wobbling precessions that departed the axis of rotation from its ideal orthogonality with respect to B 0 could be detected. To deal simultaneously with the last two types of systematic errors we thus decided to include into the fit, still at the secular coupling level, potential azimuthal, and longitudinal deviations. These would distort the ideal analysis of rotation Eqs. ͑30͒, ͑32͒ according to 
where ⌰ is the increment rotation of the tenon, and p 1 ,p 2 are independent fitting parameters reflecting azimuthal and longitudinal errors. Introducing at this stage of the iterative analysis these angular errors lead to p 1 , p 2 values in the 0.1°-0.3°range. This would in turn reflect into a reasonable tilt ͑Ϸ1 mm͒ of the probehead's goniometeric assembly from the ideal on-center position. When incorporated into the analysis, these angular errors results in a further decrease in the rms deviation between the experimental and best-fit data of ca. 6 kHz. These residuals remaining at the conclusion of the fits should reflect the ACS-driven effects, which are the only ones that have yet to be incorporated into the analysis. The rotation plots that then remain after subtracting from the experimental data all these other parameters ͑Q, CS, Q-CSA, errors effects͒ are illustrated in Fig. 9 , top. Although evidently much of the nature in these rotations is random there are also angular trends in them that should now enable an estimate of the quadrupolar-ACS cross-correlations. These effects were included at this point, and their values optimized through a repetitive iteration that was carried out using both the analytical perturbative expressions as well as full numerical diagonalizations of the laboratory frame Hamiltonian. The ACS values that corresponded to the best-fits yielded the rotational plots illustrated in Fig. 9 , bottom. From these it was feasible to extract an estimate of the antisymmetric shielding matrix elements for the 59 Co sites in Co(acac) 3 :
␦ ZX ϭ1000Ϯ500 ppm, ␦ ZY ϭϪ1000Ϯ500 ppm, ␦ XY ϭ1000 Ϯ1000 ppm.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The main purposes of the present study were to describe the nature of higher order quadrupolar-shielding effects in solid state NMR, and then explore the feasibility of exploiting these effects in order to directly measure the antisymmetric components of the shielding tensor via single-crystal NMR investigations of quadrupolar nuclei. As part of these tasks a number of analytical Hamiltonians which manifest nonsecular quadrupole-shielding contributions were derived, using average Hamiltonian treatments similar to those employed to derive quadrupole-dipole effects. Main features that were revealed by these expressions include the emergence of field-independent terms, that could be directly traced to nonsecular contributions of either the CSA or the antisymmetric chemical shift. Due to the different ranks involved in the various shielding terms these higher order contributions end up having different properties upon being subjected to MAS, while the fact that these shifts will only affect the satellite spin transitions further complicates their observation. Because of this little chance exists for the measurement of ACS-derived effects from random powders. In order to circumvent this problem, a numerical fitting algorithm capable of extracting these parameters from single-crystal rotation plots-even in the present of random and systematic angular errors-was implemented and successfully tested on modeled data. To translate this potential into experimental observations a single-crystal goniometer setup was built and employed in extensive 11.8 T NMR observations. From these The relative angles between the quadrupolar and the CSA tensors of other site can be obtained by applying the symmetry operation (a,Ϫb,c).
measurements reliable quadrupolar and CSA parameters could be extracted, together with the experimental plots in Fig. 9 reflecting the influence of the antisymmetric components of the shielding tensor. Although these rotations provide quadrupolar-ACS cross-correlation data that constitute a valid starting point toward direct ACS determinations, it is also true that it is hard to discern in them an unambiguous message regarding the ACS elements' values. We believe that to a large extent this is a result of the actual compound which was used in the analysis: the 59 Co site in Co(acac) 3 possesses a relatively symmetric metal center devoid of substantial quadrupolar or shielding anisotropies, and thus is probably not the most suitable choice for such study. Unfortunately, however, none of the several other compounds that were assayed for this study grew crystals of sufficiently high quality to enable careful observations on all the satellite transitions over a complete rotation range. Efforts to remedy such deficiencies are still underway. A second technical challenge found during the course of these measurements arose from the presence of potential angular errors in the rotation plots. Particularly hard to achieve was an exact orthogonal alignment of the axis of rotation with respect to the magnetic field. This problem is usually solved in MAS NMR spectroscopically by maximizing the number of observable rotational echoes, and can lead in favorable cases to an angle setting accuracy better than 0.01°. The lack of a similar protocol in the present static case yielded degrees of alignments that were poorer than this figure by an order of magnitude; we are currently exploring further improvements in the single-crystal rotation procedures relying on mechanical or optical alignment techniques.
From a spectroscopic standpoint, it is also interesting to note that quadrupole effects will introduce nonsecular terms arising from the conventional chemical shielding anisotropy. Formally this phenomenon is related to the quadrupoledriven reintroduction of dipolar couplings to spin-1/2 nuclei recently discussed by Wu and Wasylishen, 39 which was also shown to affect solely the quadrupole's satellite transitions. As mentioned such effects have been recently noted on I ϭ1 systems, and according to the simulations in Fig. 1 they should also become directly observable for half-integer quadrupolar nuclei via 2D correlations between satellite and central transitions under MAS condition. Additional efforts to detect such phenomena are also underway.
